Interpreting Relationships Q&A

Q: I have had several encounters with men that have Uranus opposite
my Venus. Unfortunately in my age group Uranus is in Sag and my
Venus is in Gemini. Is there anyway to experience a long lasting
relationship with this aspect in synastry? I also have this aspect with
the love of my life who I unfortunately met when we were both in
committed relationships with others. I know this is a very unstable
aspect and I can't seem to escape it.
A: With Uranus, you need to find an outlet for the energy that is positive
and healthy instead of giving in to the erratic nature of Uranus. So you
need to make sure there is some spice in the relationship, that things
get shaken up regularly but in good ways, and that you’re trying new
things together. Wanna escape it? Go for a big age difference! (LOL)
Q: How can I show my son that I'm not the enemy?
A: This will be more focusing on your son and his chart rather than yours.
I’ve mentioned Black Moon Lilith tends to be in play with difficult
relationships with the mother, and your son has Mean Lilith on the 3rd
house cusp (communications and mindset) and True Lilith widely
conjunct the 4th house cusp (family). This may be a communication
issue between you. Meanwhile his Venus is in Gemini (communications)
conjunct the 12th house cusp, which hides energy. So he may not be
very open about what he really thinks, and his Mercury
(communications) is in Aries and his 10th house (so he probably has little
patience at times and just wants others to get to the point, so perhaps
be more direct). Ultimately this is a very complex question though (you
may want to get a reading with an astrologer so you can really peel the
layers).

Q: How to predict the timing of the first meeting and the marriage?
A: You can track transits and progressions involving the 5th house of
love, 7th house of committed relationships, and planet of love, Venus.
(this will be covered in the transits class)
Q: How to confirm totally that a chart has a love marriage or an
arranged marriage?
A: Not really a way to tell that based solely on the natal chart. There
may be indicators of a lack of love in an arranged marriage (but not
every arranged marriage lacks love ultimately, so it’s hard to say).
Q: How to say a person is cheating or been cheating in a relationship?
A: Cheating will be addressed in the bonus mini class, but from a natal
perspective; it’s not always clear if someone is cheating or not in a
specific relationship though. There will usually be Uranus or Neptune
transits involved (but having a Uranus or Neptune transit by itself
doesn’t automatically mean someone is cheating).
Q: How to say that a person is having a soulmate connection with the
other person?
A: (I outlined this in the first email!) Neptune and the Lunar Nodes are
the ones in play for a soul connection, in synastry and in composite.

